The field of atom-optics offers considerable potential in fundamental and applied physics, both for imaging atoms and their deposition (to create nano-structures) [1]. Since Ashkin's group's work in 1978 [2] , many techniques to focus or concentrate atomic beams have been tried: transmission gratings, holographic reflectiongratings, electro-static lenses, magnetic lenses or mirrors, nano-apertures and optical setups, relying on the dipole force [1]. These approaches suffer from various shortcomings. A common problem is the lack of wide lenses with large numerical apertures.
'2j + l ' refers to x, second index '0' to y direction -along which the atomic beam travels). Here we work in the paraxial approximation throughout and can therefore assume that the scalar modes V'2j+I ,0(r) represent (e. g., linearly polarized) electro-magnetic laser-field modes. The effectively linear dependence , on the x-direction, of the (y-integrated) electric field profile, see Fig. 1 a) yields, compared to single mode fields, greatly extended parabolic intensity profiles, see Fig. 1 b) . This allows for wide lenses with large numerical apertures and considerable laser power savings.
The vertical bars in Fig. 1 b) delineate the areas where each intensity curve deviates from the enveloping ideal parabola (dotted line) by one percent and maps out the useful area of the lens.
Note that the (highlighted) areas, in Fig. 1 b) , represent the relative beam power contributing to the formation of the useful parts of the atom-lenses in each case. Clearly very considerable laser-power savings are achievable with this method [3] .
A crossed combination of superposition-beams allows the creation of a wide parabolic spherical lens for which Gouy-dephasing of the modes is not a problem [3] .
For atomic lens design, based on the optical dipole force, it is necessary to coherently superpose suitable laser modes in order to create wide thin parabolic lenses with large numerical apertures. Only in this manner can the tiny diffraction limits promised by the extraordinary smallness of the de Broglie wavelengths of atomic beams be realized.
